
  ANNUAL  REPORT – Fressingfield Local History and Archive Group  (FLAHG) 

While we've had a great year listening to a wonderful range of speakers on a fascinating programme
of topics, what our Chairman, Andrew Vessey, talked about at our recent Annual General Meeting
were ways in which FLHAG was developing and widening its role within the community.   

His first example follows on from the film-spools that Dr David Chase took of his family and our
village back in the '50s and '60s and which, lent by the family, are being put onto DVD for our
Archive. Not only will we at some point have a whole evening's viewing but, in view of Dr Chase's
unstinting service to the neighbourhood, offering a multitude of expressions of medical and pastoral
care FLHAG will instigate an Annual Dr David Chase Memorial Lecture. This would be open to the
wider public for a significant speaker to come and address the gathered communities that he once
embraced. 

Andrew Vessey also  spoke about  the  significant  donation FLHAG has  given to  the  local  RBL
Branch for their Poppy Appeal as a result of selling the latest Book by members of the FLHAG
Archive Group. He went on to appeal to current members to consider helping in some way with the
future of our core-business: using and repairing the unique collection of photographic history and
artefact, some of which now gets put on the Village Website. We would dare to hope that with more
hands and more time it can be developed in appropriate ways for our increasingly digital age, where
accessibility no longer relies upon visiting a physical library space. 

Lastly,  having  mentioned  the  widening  range  of  membership-catchment,  affecting  programme
content and scope for visits, Andrew Vessey talked about a number of opportunities for FLHAG to
become involved in Parish Projects. These have been arising from the public consultations involved
with  producing  the  Neighbourhood  Development  Plan.  In  the  focusing  on  Heritage  and
Development  issues,  these  projects  include  undertaking  a  thorough  Churchyard  Survey,  both
inscriptions and environmental recording, while, on a far more complex but all-important level,
helping to steer a major Project to find a satisfactory use and architectural conversion for the Stable
Block, sited alongside the Fox & Goose and Sancroft Hall. 


